Introduction
Although the relevance of dealing with multi-speaker utterances is acknowledged in recent literature on dialogue (see e.g. Clark, 1996; Traum, 1999) , there is little systematic research on this topic so far. In our paper we set out to explain, how felicitous multi-speaker utterances can be produced. In order to model these we rely on Practical Syllogism as developed in a recent paper of Lascarides and Asher's (1999) , PS Lascarides & Asher . In addition, we use a concept of anticipation conceived of as grounded by past co-ordination and world knowledge.
It's a truism that agents' behaviour is constrained by principles. We have two of them: Cooperativity and Transparent Behaviour. We need only a simple version of a Co-operativity Principle. The Principle of Transparent Behaviour is new. It demands that agents make their own anticipations publicly known in order to submit them to public control.
Description of Dialogue Example
Our investigation of multi-speaker utterances and co-ordination is based on a corpus of German task-oriented dialogues (s.a. 1997), in which a constructor (henceforth Cnst) builds a toy-airplane according to the directives of an instructor (Inst in the sequel) 2 . The global setting is shown in fig.  1 . The model on Cnst's side has to match in the end its "twin model" on Inst's side, a toy-airplane, see fig. 2 . Inst and Cnst are separated by a screen 3 . We elicited 22 construction dialogues (of 15 to 35 minutes duration); 15 dialogues used the screen condition. The data investigated are transcripts, videos and speech recordings.
The example of co-ordinated utterance production below is taken as our point of departure. What happens there can be characterised as follows: The agents' contributions make up two illocutionary acts (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985) , roughly one directive introducing a new object (a screw, literally "bolt") and a second directive demanding a put-through action (And you put it through there, well). The first directive serves as a precondition for the second one. Dialogue example for co-ordinated utterance production (1a) Inst: So, jetzt nimmst du
Well, now you take Cnst: eine Schraube a screw. Inst: eine <-> orangene mit einem Schlitz.
an <-> orange one with a slit Cnst: Ja.
Yes. (1b) Inst: Und steckst sie dadurch, also
And you put it through there, well Cnst: von oben.
from the top. Inst: von oben, daß also die drei festgeschraubt werden dann.
from the top, so that the three bars get fixed then. Cnst: Ja.
Yes.
Inst starts demanding the selection of an orange slit bolt from Cnst. Relying on her anticipation, Cnst continues Inst's locution with a screw. However, at the current stage of construction several bolts of different shape and colour are still available (see fig. 3 ). Hence, the directive now you take a screw would not be specific enough to satisfy Inst's goals and so he feels obliged to add an orange one with a slit. From Cnst's reply Yes Inst may gather that she identified the bolt. As a consequence, the preconditions for the second directive are satisfied: The bolt and three overlapping bars (introduced several steps before) are ready and Inst may demand of Cnst that she put the bolt through the hole. Inst underspecifies, thus triggering Cnst's co-operative behaviour again.
Co-ordination of Directives' Parameter Values Sufficiently Informative Propositions for Actions
In the task at hand, Cnst has to take a Baufix-object and fix it onto the aggregate. Intuitively, we can conceptualise Cnst's task as an action to be carried out. In other words, she has to instantiate an action schema. This schema has different parameters to be matched with values by the particular action chosen. The schema is (2) Action <Agent, Object, Manner, Location, Direction, Instrument, Time, Cause/Reason> These parameters are tied up with the atomic objects and aggregates in the domain 2 as well as with the actions to be carried out.
(3) put-through <Cnst, an orange bolt with a slit, Manner, there, from the top, Instrument, now, Cause/Reason> Actually, we can represent the "put-through directive" of (1b) by an illocutionary force marker "Directive" and the list of partially instantiated parameters as in (4): (4) <Directive, put-through<Cnst, an orange bolt with a slit, Manner, there, from the top, Instrument, now, Cause/Reason>> We call the partially instantiated action schema paired with an illocutionary force marker "proposition embedded in the directive" 3 . The schema must be public information (based on belief) for Inst and Cnst. The proposition embedded in a directive must be sufficiently informative in order to enable Cnst to carry out the instruction. In other words, a certain number of parameters in (2) has to be instantiated with appropriate values. However, what frequently happens is that Inst does not provide sufficient information, e.g. he omits certain parameter-descriptions altogether. This leads to problems on Cnst's side, who cannot carry out an adequate action. Thus a co-ordination problem becomes manifest. Its solution is that a sequence of agents' contributions is started with the common aim to fix the parameter values needed, cf. the exchanges in example (1b): Instead of the directive (4) with a sufficiently informative proposition, Inst's first contribution offers a less informative starting point. When accepted by Inst, Cnst's from the top determines the slot "Direction", followed by Inst's so that the three bars get fixed, which is a specification of the slot "Manner". Hence, mechanisms of a different sort have to be added as an explanation as we'll show in chapter 4. However, the number of the agents' contributions necessary to arrive at a sufficiently informa-tive proposition can be taken as a measure for co-ordination attempts. Assuming that underspecified semantic objects are completed until sufficient information is present, we distinguish between two types of co-ordination:
(α) If some proposition exists but lacks sufficient information co-ordination introduces values for open parameters (cf. 1b). (β) The proposition itself is produced via co-ordination (cf. 1a). (β)-types can recursively be treated in (α)-type fashion. In order to understand why the agents achieve perfect syntactic fit in (1), we have to direct attention to the level of co-ordination achieved before (1) comes into being: Inst and Cnst have agreed on the position of the bars and the junction. In addition, Cnst has learned by past co-ordination procedures that there is only one pattern of producing a rigid join in aggregates, namely, screwing a bolt into a nut-like object. The latter can be a nut proper or a holes-cube with a thread in a suitable position. It is this insight which doubtlessly extends her anticipatory potential and reasoning which we capture by practical syllogism (see chapter 4, fig. 7 ).
Features of Grammatical Co-ordination in Discourse Context
Looking at the co-ordination process in (1), the following questions arise: How do Inst and Cnst manage to produce a syntactically well-formed directive? Are there any special features with respect to discourse phonology in Inst's or Cnst's contributions? Which information must be given for Inst to produce (part of) a directive? Which information must be given for Cnst to continue Inst's started utterance? How is the co-ordination problem solved? Finally, as regards the description of these matters we should ask what the representational tools are to capture agents' co-ordination-related reasoning. We treat each of these questions in turn.
Syntactic Well-formedness
Co-ordinated productions can show different grammatical characteristics. These range from close syntactic fit, as in example (1), to mere pragmatic acceptability only loosely based on properties of syntactic form. In this paper our focus is on cases of close syntactic fit.
At first sight, the co-ordination task of Cnst seems to be simple. Inst is about to produce a VP, the transitive verb having been spelled out already. Cnst adds a missing NP not triggered by a pause of Inst's as the discourse-phonological transcription in chapter 4.2 shows. The resulting construction is well-formed and so is the construction after Inst's addition. The co-operatively produced utterance is thus Well, now you take a screw, an orange one with a slit. On second sight, things are more complicated (see fig. 7 ).
Features with Respect to Discourse Phonology
Below you find a rough transcription of the (1a) portion of the discourse analysed. The results of our discourse phonological and prosodical analysis are:
-Inst does not prosodically invite Cnst's completion. -Cnst's completion 'copies' the global, rising-falling pitch movement of Inst's preceding utterance. -Inst's repair of the proposed completion is achieved using contrast prosody. We assume that cooperation in discourse can be phonologically marked. Observe in this context that the instructor's contribution is edited out in a strikingly decisive manner; without a change of speaker this would clearly sound unnatural. In addition, the intonation contour of the constructor's contribution is marked as co-operative. This is achieved through a flat copy of the instructor's intonational contour. Hence, we have a discourse phonological pattern implemented upon the syntactic structure. Fig. 7 shows the mechanisms necessary to explain co-operative production of utterances. (Lascarides and Asher, 1999) 
(1a) with Prosodic Annotations

Parallel Moves, Parallel Situations
INSTRUCTOR (Inst) CONSTRUCTOR (Cnst)
Fragmentary illocutionary act
Now you take ...
... a screw
More Data
The previous chapters dealt with the introduction of the concepts of sufficiently informative proposition and of action schema, followed by a proposal for an explanation of agent's co-ordinated behaviour. So far we used a single dialogue example (1) thus provoking the question of generalisability of our observations. Each parameter of action schema (2) is realised at least once in the 21 st dialogue. The parameters occur with different frequency. Figure 8 shows the percentage of the occurrence of each parameter. Object and Agent are most frequent, followed by Time, Manner and Direction; Location, Instrument and Cause/Reason are rarely specified. The action schema's parameters are like slots to be filled if necessary for the directive under discussion. Presumably, the agents detect during their interaction which actions and parameters are of special relevance. The action schema (2) is a structure gained by abstracting from procedural aspects.
Co-ordination throughout the Dialogue
Following the rationale laid down in the previous chapter we can now demonstrate co-ordination in one dialogue 4 as follows (see fig. 9 ): On the horizontal axis we insert the number of sufficiently informative propositions to construct the plane, arranged in a sequence. On the vertical axis we indicate the number of contributions for every proposition. This yields the diagram in fig. 9 where we have extreme peaks tied up with particular propositions. Intuitively, peaks arise due to (a) properties of objects (number of surfaces, different holes with/without thread) (b) complexity of constructions (number of parameters to instantiate as indicated by the action schema (2)), (c) conceptualisation and language variation. We observe the following peak positions (see also figure 10):
Proposition 7: Five-holes bar goes on top of three-holes bar (26 contributions, 4 parameters). ó Proposition 29: Three-holes bar (tail) is fixed below five-holes bar of fuselage (27 contributions, 4 parameters). ì Proposition 49: First wing goes crosswise over fuselage (54 contributions, 4 parameters). ö Proposition 51: Bolt is put through first wing and fuselage (11 contributions, 5 parameters). 
Explanations Using Practical Syllogism and Various Principles
So far we detect the co-ordination point in the following way: Inst wants Cnst to act and thinks that a directive will make him do so. Therefore he plans the directive and starts producing it. Cnst anticipates Inst's aim. She reconstructs Inst's intention from his fragmentary utterance, comes to believe in near-identity of her and Inst's intentions and indicates that via completion of the directive. As a result, close fit of utterance structure is achieved. The formal tool we use for intention-and-belief-based explanation is the Lascarides-Asher schema of Practical Syllogism. However, some effort will have to be put into answering the question which properties the Asher-Morreau conditional integrated into the Lascarides-Asher schema has and why it should be considered superior to other forms of reasoning under uncertainty.
In the context of explanation by defeasible reasoning we also have to look more closely into the principles used, which could not yet be accomplished. Take-over of intention has to rest on a Cooperativity Principle the formulation of which can be based on already existing proposals. Spelling ó ö ú ÷ ì out co-ordination points token-wise can be grafted upon a Principle of Transparent Behaviour saying 'Make Conformity of Intentions and Beliefs Public!' for which, however, there is no precedent so far.
Empirical Investigations
Departing from example (1) we have shown in this study that agents can produce utterances together by some sort of theoretically ill-understood division of labour. In this context, syntactic fit is a remarkable property, but it is, of course, not the whole story: what is needed is pragmatic fit. The pragmatic fit of syntax completions or continuations depends on the agents' co-ordination with respect to their task. The explanatory concepts like "sufficiently informative propositions", "action schema", principles etc. we needed to describe pragmatic fit were developed on the basis of a finegrained annotation of one task-oriented dialogue, which also provided example (1). However, a preliminary investigation of the whole corpus revealed that similar co-operative productions can be found in the other dialogues too (see ch. 3.1 and Skuplik, 1999) . From our data it follows that theories of (task-oriented) dialogue would have to be based on agents' co-ordination. As a consequence, the concept of co-ordination would also affect structures being part and parcel of a theory of dialogue. The discussion of stable propositions at the end of ch. 3.2 provides a case in point. Propositions co-ordinated on should get a privileged position in dialogue theory, since they form the bases of ensuing future verbal and non-verbal acts and finally also determine the felicitous completion of the task at stake. A co-ordination-based concept of proposition would of course also have considerable impact on theoretical concepts which normally are grounded on some notion of proposition, e.g. mutually believed information or common ground.
Remaining Problems
If the schema of Practical Syllogism (PS Lascarides&Asher ) is based on firm ground, Cnst's extraction of Inst's intention out of Well, now you take can be modelled using weighted abductive reasoning proceeding from conclusion to propositional attitude premisses.
So far, we cannot explain why the constructor does not start an integral utterance of her own. One line of explanation we can imagine is to use Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs' Principle of Minimizing Collaborative Effort (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs,1990: 486) . What is minimised is the amount of labour to be put into a full presentation and acceptance cycle (ibid.: 484-486). However, we did not check this possibility against all the data in our corpus.
